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Abstract. We present results concerning the carrier transfer between In(Ga)As quantum rings in a stacked
multilayer structure, which is characterised by a bimodal size distribution. This transfer of carriers explains
the observed temperature behaviour of diode lasers based on that kind of stacked layer structures. The
inter-ring carrier transfer can be possible by phonon assisted tunnelling from the ground state of the smallring family towards the big-ring family of the bimodal size distribution. This process is thermally activated
in the range 40–80 K.
PACS. 78.55.Cr Cr-III-V semiconductors – 78.67.Pt Multilayers; superlattices – 78.47.+p Time-resolved
optical spectroscopies and other ultrafast optical measurements in condensed matter

1 Introduction
Stacking of self-assembled quantum dots (QD) in multilayer structures has been proposed as an eﬃcient mechanism to improve the performance of new devices based on
them. Many approaches to control the QD size uniformity
have been introduced in order to improve the laser performance parameters: lower threshold current, temperatureinsensitive operation, larger modulation bandwidth, lower
chirp and linewidth enhancement factor [1–6]. A precise
control over the QD height, width and shape is of crucial importance, since the geometry has a clear inﬂuence
on the quantum conﬁnement of the charge carriers and
hence determines QD optical properties. In this sense,
some strategies have been recently developed to change
the shape and size of InAs QD during the growth of the
InAs layer and subsequent capping with a thin barrier
material of GaAs [7–9]. Following this method, quantum
rings (QR) can be obtained, which exhibit interesting basic optical properties [10]. Furthermore, QRs are potential
candidates for the development of laser diodes at 980 nm
at room temperature and high-speed optoelectronic devices. In reference [8], the study of a semiconductor laser
structure is reported. It incorporates in the intrinsic active region three QR stacked layers separated by 10 nm
thick GaAs spacers. This spacer ensures well-developed
a
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rings with optical emission like that of single layers. The
multimodal stimulated emission is centred on 930 nm at
77 K and it has a minimum threshold current density per
QR layer of 69 A cm−2 [8], which is not a bad value.
The aim of this work is to understand the exciton recombination dynamics at low and high temperatures in
such a kind of QR multilayer structures. The study has
been carried out by means of steady state and time resolved photoluminescence experiments, which have been
analysed by using a rate equation model that includes
the carrier transfer between the observed two QR families (each one characterized by a deﬁned height) representative of the ensemble. A precedent of the observed
phenomenology (carrier transfer in vertical stacks) is reported for an intentionally grown double layer QD system,
with two very diﬀerent size distributions [11–13]. Besides,
this kind of phenomenology can positively used for laser
engineering purposes, as suggested in reference [13].

2 Experiment
The samples under study have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The QRs were obtained after
a growth interruption when the dots were partially covered with 2 nm of GaAs under a ﬂux of As2 , because of a
balance between InGaAs alloying and InAs dewetting processes [14]. More details about the growth of these kinds
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Fig. 1. Low-temperature PL spectra of self-organised InGaAs/GaAs QR excited at 2.43 eV: (a) low density excitation (3 W/cm2 ), (b) high density excitation (300 W/cm2 ).
The contribution of the excitonic excited state and wetting
layer recombination are indicated in this ﬁgure. Dashed lines
correspond to the best two-Gaussian ﬁt of the measured PL
band.

of samples can be found in references [8,15,16]. The two
samples studied here contain three layers of QR stacked by
using diﬀerent GaAs spacer (added after the QR formation to cap them) thicknesses: 14 (sample A) and 1.5 nm
(sample B). In each layer, the total amount of deposited
InAs was just above the critical thickness (1.6 ML) necessary for the 3D transition to take place and obtain very
low in-plane densities of QR nanostructures. The typical
size of the original dots was around 20–40 nm diameter
and around 11 nm of height, in average. The presence of
QR nanostructures in these stacks, and their shape and
composition peculiarities, has been revealed and studied
by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [15] and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [17].
The continuous wave PL experiments were performed
by using the 514 nm line of and Ar+ laser as excitation
source. The PL signal was dispersed by a monochromator and synchronously detected with a cooled Ge detector. In time resolved experiments, the excitation was done
at 750 nm by a green Nd:YVO4 pumped mode locked
Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira 900D, Coherent), providing 2 ps
pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The PL signal was
dispersed by a single 0.5 m focal length imaging spectrograph and detected by a synchroscan streak camera
(Hamamatsu C5680) with a type S1 cooled photocathode.
The overall time response of the system in the widest temporal window (about 2 ns) was around 40 ps (full width
at half maximum). In both kinds of experiments the samples were held in the cold ﬁnger of a closed-cycle cryostat
to vary the temperature in the range 12–300 K, approximately.

Fig. 2. PL spectra at diﬀerent temperature for sample A.
Dashed lines correspond to PL-Gaussian components (P1-P2)
at the diﬀerent temperatures.

3 Results and discussion
Figure 1a shows the PL spectrum of sample A under
low excitation density conditions (3 W/cm2 ), just around
one photogenerated electron-hole per QR, because the QR
sheet density is relatively low (2–5 × 109 cm−2 ). This condition ensures that emission arises from the optically active ground state of the QR ensemble. The PL peak energy occurs at 1.361 eV and the PL shape cannot be
reproduced by a simple Gaussian. At least two Gaussian
contributions peaked at 1.320 and 1.361 eV are needed to
reproduce the PL band, as observed in Figure 1a (dotted curves). We attribute the measured PL band to a
bi-modal size distribution of the QR ensemble (i.e., two
diﬀerent size families), being similar in each of the three
stacked layers in average. Increasing the excitation density
(300 W/cm2 ), a new contribution to the PL band appears
at around 35–40 meV above the PL peak energy, as shown
in Figure 1b. This energy diﬀerence is consistent with the
ﬁrst excitonic excited state (p-like state) of the QR ensemble [18]. Furthermore, the observation of this contribution
and that of the wetting layer [WL in Fig. 1b] reinforces the
interpretation of P1-P2 like ground state recombination of
diﬀerent size QR families in the ensemble.
PL spectra at diﬀerent selected temperatures within
the range of interest are shown in Figure 2. The two
Gaussian contributions (P1-P2) representative of the QR
ensemble are followed with increasing the temperature,
as indicated in Figure 2. Above 120 K the PL band is
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Fig. 3. Photoluminescence transients at 10 K for both populations (P1and P2) measured under low excitation density
(4 W/cm2 ) in sample A and the best single exponential ﬁts
(continuous lines).

practically symmetrical (single Gaussian), because of the
negligible inﬂuence of P2 on its low energy side.
Figure 3 shows the PL transients measured at 10 K for
the detection energy corresponding to high and low energy
peaks, P1 and P2, respectively. The measured PL transients exhibit a mono-exponential decay, under low excitation conditions, as shown in Figure 3. The PL decay times
deduced from those transients are 610 and 880 ps for P1
and P2 components, respectively. These values suggests
that the PL arises from QR ground states, because the
excited state recombination is typically faster and sometimes bi-exponential PL transients are measured [19,20].
Figure 4 shows the Arrhenius plot of the integrated
PL intensity for both P1 and P2 components in sample
A (14 nm spacer) under low excitation density conditions.
We can clearly distinguish two diﬀerent temperature regions. Below 40 K, The PL band and its integrated intensity does not change. From 40 to 80 K, the low-energy
side of the emission band (P2) gains in intensity with respect to high energy part (P1), as shown in Figure 4b.
The integrated intensity of P1 decreases with temperature, as observed in Figure 4a, by exhibiting an activated
behaviour, according to the expression [21]:
I1 (0)

I1 (T ) ∼ 
E1
1 + a1 e− kT

(1)

Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot of the PL integrated intensity for P1
(a) and P2 (b) QR-family. The best ﬁts to equation (1), (for
P1 population) and 4 (for P2 population) are represented by
continuous lines.

phonon assisted tunneling, as suggested in reference [11],
is thus signiﬁcantly stronger for QR. The main diﬀerences
in the carrier transfer between QR and QD are possibly
associated to the large in-plane dimensions of QR (of the
order of 100 × 100 nm2 ) heterostructures [7].
The above given equation (1) cannot account for the
temperature evolution of the PL integrated intensity for
P2 family, because it increases in the range 40–80 K, and
decreases again above 80 K, as shown in Figure 4b. The
observed phenomenology suggests the existence of a thermal activated carrier transfer mechanism from P1 towards
P2 rings, as indicated in the inset of Figure 4a. The origin
of such inter-ring (P1-P2) carrier transfer would be a nonresonant tunneling process assisted by optical phonons,
as suggested in references [11–13]. The charged particles
to tunnel out from P1 towards P2 rings are more probably electrons, given their lighter eﬀective mass. The rate
equation model representing our system is similar to that
reported in reference [22]:

where E1 is the activation energy of the thermal carrier
E1
dn1 (T )
escape out of P1-family rings and a1 is the corresponding
= 0 = gN1 − n1 (T )U1 e− kT − n1 (T )R1 (2)
dt
rate ratio between the radiative and escape mechanisms.
E1
dn2 (T )
The best ﬁtting of the experimental results to equation (1)
= 0 = gN2 + n1 (T )U1 e− kT
is shown in Figure 4a as a continuous line, by using
dt
E2
E1 = 30 ± 5 meV. This value is close to the GaAs (or
−n2 (T )U2 e− kT − n2 (T )R2
(3)
InAs conﬁned) LO phonon energy, but also to the energy
diﬀerence between P1 and P2 ring families (their average
where
ground status). The value of a1 is close to 250, even if its
relative error is as high asd 20–30%. It is worth noting that (1) gN1 and gN2 represent the number of charge carriers
captured per second at 0 K in the P1 and P2 QR
the temperature at which the PL intensity of P2 begins to
families, respectively.
increase (i.e., the process of carriers transfer between QR
families begin), 40 K, is much smaller than that found for (2) R1 and R2 are the radiative recombination rates of P1
QD (T ≥ 160 K) [11]. The most likely transfer mechanism,
and P2 QR populations.
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E1(2)

(3) U1(2) (T ) = U1(2) e− kT is the thermal escape rate of
carriers out of P1 (P2) QR, characterized by the activation energy E1(2) .
For steady state conditions, the PL intensity associated
to P1 family, I1 (T), is that given by equation (1) (with
I1 (0) = gN1 /R1 ), and I2 (T) will be:
I2 (0)



 1+
I2 (T ) = 
E2
1+
1 + a2 e− kT



A
E1
1 kT
a1 e

(4)

where I2 (0) = gN2 /R2 , A = N1 /N2 is the ratio between
QR densities of P1 and P2 families, which can be independently deduced from the Gaussian ﬁts in Figure 1 (A =
0.91 at the lowest temperature), and a1(2) = U1(2) /R1(2) .
The radiative rates for P1 and P2, R1 and R2 , will be given
by the inverse of the time decays at the lowest temperature (Fig. 3), R1 = 1.6 × 109 s−1 and R2 = 1.13 × 109 s−1 .
In this way, the values of U1(2) and E1(2) can be deduced
from the best ﬁts of the experimental variation of I1(2) (T )
to equation (14), as represented by continuous lines in Figure 4. The parameters used in the ﬁt of I1 (T ) nicely reproduce the experimental increase of I2 (T ) in the 40–80 K
temperature region, as observed in Figure 4b, whereas the
high temperature region (not complete in this study) is reproduced by using E2 = 60 ± 10 meV and a2 = 750. The
best ﬁtting values for P1-P2 and P2-WL transfer rates are
U1 = 4 × 1011 s−1 and U2 = 8.5 × 1011 s−1 . The relatively
small value of U1 can be reasonable for a transfer rate
like the proposed one, based on thermal assisted tunneling from P1 to P2 QR. On the contrary, the value of U2 is
smaller than expected for QD-WL thermionic transfer of
(correlated) carriers [23]. Something similar occurs for E2 ,
nearly half the energy diﬀerence from the P2 QR ground
state to the WL level. The origin of this discrepancy can be
the escape of carriers from the ﬁrst exciton excited state
(P-shell) of the P2 family, given that a certain thermal
population (the energy separation was around 35 meV)
of this shell is possible above 80–100 K, more if the excitation density was not really low. A second and less intrinsic origin could be the existence of interface defects
between the QR and the GaAs barriers, given the large
surface of these nanostructures and the fact that we have
three stacked layers. It seems to be reasonable to assume
that the quantity of impurities or defect incorporated in
stacked multi-layer structures would be larger than in single or double layers ones because of the accumulated stress
in the ﬁrst case. In any case, the thermionic emission is
not the main scope of this work, because it is better know
in self-assembled QD.
A more direct evidence of the carrier transfer mechanism between P1 and P2 rings would be given by the
temperature evolution of the time decays for P1(2) population, τ1(2) , as shown in Figure 5. For the model depicted
above we have:
−1
(1)
τDECAY

=

τ1−1

= R1 + U1 e

−1
τDECAY
(2) ∼ τ2−1 = R2 + U2 e

E

− kT1
E
− kT2

(5)
.

(6)

Fig. 5. Temperature evolution of the decay time for P1 and
P2 populations. Dashed and continuous lines are the best ﬁts
to equations (5) and (6), respectively.

The time decay of the P2 population, τDECAY (2) is approximately τ2 , because of the small inﬂuence of the carrier transfer between P1 and P2 QR to the transient behaviour of the latter population. The temperature region
in which TRPL was measured (in order to maintain the
same low excitation conditions) is more restricted than
that represented in Figure 4, because of the PL signal
quenching, especially for the P1 QR family. In any case,
the experimental variation of the time decays at P1-P2 detection energies is nicely reproduced by equations (5, 6),
respectively, as shown in Figure 5 (dot and continuous
lines). The activation energies found for steady state conditions seem to hold for the temperature evolution of the
time decay, demonstrating the validity of the model presented here, even if the excitation energy in the TRPL
experiments was notably diﬀerent. This can be the reason
for the apparent (we have a very restricted temperature
region of variation) factor 10 diﬀerence in a1 (and hence
U1 ) from steady state to pulsed conditions. For U2 we ﬁnd
a value very close in both cases, within the experimental
errors.
The study of sample B (1.5 nm spacer) serves to diﬀerentiate the eﬀect of reducing the spacer thickness on the
lateral tunneling mechanism. Figure 6 shows the PL spectra at diﬀerent temperatures for this sample. The main
observed diﬀerences between samples A and B are: (i) it
is observed a simultaneous decrease of the PL intensity
for the two Gaussian components, P1 and P2, of the QR
ensemble; (ii) the linewidth of the high energy component
is particularly narrow, 23 meV in the case of sample B,
which is a measure of a slight increase of quality from
thick (14 nm) to narrow GaAs spacer (1.5 nm) of the QR
layers. In a more complete study carried out to study the
inﬂuence of the electronic coupling between QR in the different layers, we concluded that in sample B the tunneling
eﬀect is very important and it is a mechanism opened at
the lowest measured temperatures.

4 Conclusion
We have presented measurements of the temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity in quantum rings,
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Fig. 6. PL spectra at diﬀerent temperatures for sample B and
their corresponding P1 and P2 Gaussian components (dashed
lines).

which are explained qualitatively in terms of a coupled
rate equation system, including the eﬀect of lateral carriers transfer between rings (from P1-rings toward P2-ones).
The tunneling eﬀect between the two size distributions is
found to be thermally activated between 40 and 80 K.
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of the time decay measured for P1 and P2 populations are
also consistent with this electron transfer mechanism between QR of diﬀerent sizes. From the application point of
view, the presence of such a high lateral ring-ring coupling
in the QR ensemble can be the origin of the important increase of the threshold current characteristic temperature
To , which have been recently reported in laser diodes for
this kind of QR ensembles [8].
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